Hi All, I am taking a full database export but I want to exclude a single schema and tables from multiple schema. I am using the below syntax in a parfile.

Export the scott schema from orcl and import into ordb database. While importing, exclude some objects (sequence, view, package, cluster, table). Load the objects. I have a large number of user schemas in my Oracle database. I wish to export the table data for these schemas but exclude any tables that are named.

Oracle database data pump advanced topics: compression, exclude, include, expdp SYSTEM/pw DIRECTORY=exports DUMPFILE=hr.dmp SCHEMAS=hr.

Expdp Schemas Exclude Table
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The Oracle EXPDP utility moves data outside of the database. The utility can be used to export data, and it can be used to exclude certain objects.

For example, if you have a production database and you want to take daily backups, you can use the `expdp` command with options like `content=metadata_only` and `exclude=statistics`.

You can also use the `expdp` command to exclude certain tables or schemas by providing the appropriate options. For example, you can use the `exclude` option to exclude tables with names that match a certain pattern.

Similarly, if you want to exclude all indexes from a schema export, you can use the `exclude` option with the appropriate syntax.

The `expdp` command also allows you to include certain objects by using the `include` option. This option can be used to include specific tables, schemas, or full objects.

In summary, the `expdp` command is a powerful tool for managing data exports in Oracle databases. It allows you to exclude and include objects as needed, and it provides options for specifying the objects that should be exported.

Here are some examples of using the `expdp` command:

- Export a schema backup:
  ```
  expdp system directory=wjq schemas=scott content=metadata_only
  ```

- Export a schema backup and exclude statistics:
  ```
  expdp system directory=wjq schemas=scott content=metadata_only exclude=statistics
  ```

- Include specific tables:
  ```
  expdp system directory=wjq schemas=scott content=metadata_only include=TABLE:*/'LIKE T_E_TMP%/'/
  ```

- Exclude specific tables:
  ```
  expdp system directory=wjq schemas=scott content=metadata_only exclude=TABLE:*/'LIKE T_E_TMP%/'/
  ```

These are just a few examples of how you can use the `expdp` command to export data in Oracle databases. With the right options and syntax, you can effectively manage data exports in Oracle databases.

For more information on the `expdp` command and its options, you can refer to the Oracle documentation or the `man` pages for your specific version of Oracle.